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from 10am until 4.30pm. Check the calendar on
the back cover for dates. Also listed at http://www.
abavic.org.au
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CITY

Purposes & Objectives of the ABA (Vic) Inc.
To promote, preserve and develop the craftsmanship,
design aspects and techniques of all the various disciplines
of blacksmithing to the highest standard possible.
To provide a means of communication between mature
people with an interest in the craft of blacksmithing,
for the exchange of ideas, experience, techniques and
information for their mutual benefit, by the publication
of a regular newsletter.
To encourage a greater awareness of and interest in the
application of the skills of blacksmithing among architects,
interior designers, art/craft groups, and the general public
and to provide links between blacksmiths and potential
customers by means of exhibitions, demonstrations and
publications.

To promote, and actively provide opportunities for
training in all the various aspects of blacksmithing by
means of demonstrations, displays, lectures, and special
tuition sessions.
To act as the representative body of the interests o f Australian
blacksmiths, locally, nationally and internationally.
To undertake community service, providing always that
these services are within the comfortable limits of the
time, talents and costs that the Association and individual
members can afford.
To encourage communication and goodwill among
blacksmiths everywhere.
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Editorial
And this makes four, rounding
off a whole years worth of Drift
issues. Please let me express a
huge thanks to those members
who have contributed copy
for publication.
Elsewhere in this issue is
mention of a new shed. Wow!
I was at the Barn today and
noticed 24 names on the
register for the day and I’m
sure everyone was peeved at
the overcrowding and the
subsequent lack of forge time.
The aim of the new shed
obviously is to relieve this
pressure. There will be heaps
to do and we have scant funds
so please don’t be surprised or
annoyed when asked if you
could do something to help

by Doug Tarrant

for not much more than the
satisfaction of doing so. Why
wait to be asked I say. Early
knowledge the committee
has that you are qualified or
suitably experienced to do this
that or the other will be most
appreciated.
On the subject of this
overcrowding,
experienced
members will not work twoto-a-forge if they can help it
and particularly if they are
working on a special project.
In other words sharing a forge
is a pain in the backside. I
suggest a number of smiths
milling around a forge, each
with a piece in the fire is
not conducive to a happy
playground and eventually

From the Patron
We have had a couple of good away
events since the last Drift, one at
Gulf Station and the other our
Annual pilgrimage to the Steam
Rally in Echuca. The Gulf Station
day is written about on another
page of the Drift, as is the Echuca
event, but without the members
participation, these away events
would not happen, and without a
few members willing to transport
the necessary equipment, it would
be a non event, so thanks to our
Equipment carriers.

there will be tears. I know I
unceremoniously removed a
piece from a fire today while
helping someone making a
pair of tongs. Why not let
one member have a go on his/
her own, then another, then
another. Most beginner work
is on small stock and doesn’t
take long to heat. Take the
time, while it’s not your turn,
to critique your work. It’s also
a good chance to have a chat
with an old hand. Hopefully
when it’s your turn again
things will go a lot smoother.

Nick Hackett completes a
piece on the Massey for his
Masters Degree.

by Keith Towe

A couple of other significant events
have also taken place, our elder
colleague and friend, Don Marshall
turned 88 last months, well done
Don, we will catch up soon.
We must also congratulate Mary and
Nick Hackett on their both attaining
their Masters of Art, so well done to
you both, a fitting reward for your
hard work particularly when trying
to earn a living, being involved in
Artistic presentations and looking
after family.

Welcome

COVER IMAGE

We are also coming into our 25th
Year as an Association, and we still
attract both men and women who
are keen to learn how to manipulate
Hot Metal, so we must be doing
something right.
We are looking forward to the
official unveiling of the Tree and
the surrounding areas, and I am
so very proud of those members
who continue to provide ongoing
support to the Project.
Keith Towe

Alice Garrett

Welcome to all the new members Fen Eterovic, Murray Allen, Ashley John Laszlo, Collen Crapper, Cath
that joined in the second quarter of Roper, Melissa Clare, Andrew Clifford, Glen Smith, Mignon
this year. They being...
O’Conner, Daniel McCarthy,
Moyle, Luke Richardson
3

President’s Report

Nick Hackett

was sorted out and we have
fuel for forging for the next
couple of years. Quite a few
members worked with the best
of intentions to secure a delivery
but the main thanks must go
to Steve Nicoll who ultimately
secured the delivery. Thanks Ray
Gard on behalf of the Association
for allowing storage on your
property.

At the time of writing, I had
offered members of the 2013/14
committee the opportunity
to nominate to replace me as
President for 2014/15. The
committee expressed a wish for
me to continue in the role and
so I nominated again to chair
committee meetings and fill
the position of President of the
Association. As I am writing this
report pre AGM and The Drift
has been mailed post AGM, I am
either the former or re-elected
President.
The past year has seen 2 major
issues resolved. Firstly, The Tree
Project is all but complete, with
an official unveiling at Whittlesea
show grounds in November
and installation in Strathewen
in
February.
Landscaping
work at the site continues and
will be finished by years end.
Congratulations and well done to
Amanda, Doug, Roland and all
the crew involved on that project.
Secondly, a crisis in coke supply

Given that the coke was difficult
and more expensive to obtain
and now reflected in the new
forging fees, I ask that members
treat this valuable resource with
respect. Use fires appropriate in
size to the work you are doing,
shut off air blast when working
the material and reclaim as much
fuel as possible when building
fires at the beginning of the
working day.
The committee decided a short
time ago to open The Barn
more often. Regular fortnightly
Sundays are open days where
everyone is welcome to attend
and forge. Alternate Sundays are
for experienced members only.
We deem “experienced” as;
•

•

You have completed at least
our hand forging/ toolmaking
course or equivalent training
elsewhere.
You
can
demonstrate
competency and knowledge.
For example, make a pair of
good quality tongs, unassisted
in a reasonable time frame.

more supportive environment.
I have recently completed
my studies at RMIT and will
concentrate on organising courses
and training in the latter half of
2014 and into 2015. I encourage
all regular newcomers to complete
the self paced learning exercises
so I can schedule toolmaking
courses.
There is general agreement
among committee members that
the 25th year celebrations will
be on break-up weekend.This is
expected to be passed at the next
meeting prior to the AGM.
In addition the following
events have been passed and/or
proposed:•

An exhibition of members
work in the Preston gallery.

•

A display of photos of past
and present members.

•

Complete
the
screen,
encouraging newer members
to contribute.

•

Working demonstrations.

•

An evening meal, locally,
for members and partners,
possibly with invitations to
local dignitaries.

Any other suggestions from
members will be seriously
considered.

This decision has been made
to
encourage
experienced
blacksmiths to participate in a
4

Secretary’s Report

Ash Naylor

Well, it’s the end of the financial
year which means the AGM is upon
us and so are membership renewals.
That means if you want to be a
member in 2014/2015, you need
to renew your membership to keep
receiving these newsletters, have
access to The Barn etc etc. It isn’t
hard, you’ve done it before!

Snippets

The general public (that is,
blacksmiths who aren’t members)
are sending a number of enquiries
to me about where to get coke
from which is indicative of its
availabilty. Fortunately (read the
In other news, the ABAVic President’s Report from ed. 93) we
Facebook page has 93 likes and a have secured a large load which is
few comments and questions are available to members for use at The
going onto the page. I don’t always Barn and bags can be purchased for
get to answer peoples questions so if your use at home.
you haven’t had an answer from me,
That’s it for me for 2014, my first
sorry about that. I’m always looking
as a committee member. I will be
to post new stuff so send me in
bowing out for 2014/15 to free up
some photos of any projects you’re
time for my young family.
working on or if you’re Facebook
savvy, ask and I’ll give you posting Happy Hammering
permission.
Ash Naylor
I have tried to sell the gates on ebay

Thankyou Mr Dunn

The committee would like say a big thank you to Michael Dunn.
For many years Michael has been taking of all of the correspondence
coming from our mail box, for the most part that means processing all
our membership details, new an renewals and so keeping everything up
to date.
Thanks again Michael, we’ll miss your attention to detail and beautiful
handwriting!

Smelting iron

Any persons interested in smelting iron ore to produce your own metal
from nature please contact Stephen Nicoll on 94571744

New Members

Welcome to all the new members
that joined in the second quarter of
this year.
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without luck but now I’m having
trouble re-listing the object as it has
such a high value. I shall persist.

Fen Eterovic, Murray Allen,
Ashley Roper, Melissa Clare,ndrew
O’Conner, Daniel McCarthy,

Every Bit Helps

I try and clean up at the end of each
work day. Amongst the general dust
there’s always a lot of coke on the
ground. I sort it as best I can, but it
would be easier if people were just
more careful with it. I know there is
obviously a fiscal element, but there’s
also the fact that to using coke to do
your work spends fossil fuels, so it
should be treated with the respect and
care that that deserves.
Benjamin Sokol
John Laszlo, Collen Crapper, Cath
Clifford, Glen Smith, Mignon
Moyle, Luke Richardson

Purchasing an Anvil

by Ken Scharabok (dec)

An eBay seller of ‘stuff’ offered this advice on anvils.
Prior to about 1780 anvils were
mostly blocks with a short, stubby
horn at one end. About 1780 steps
began to become common on anvils.
A step is a movement downward
of the horn and the broadening of
the horn base to create a type of
ledge. The next significant change
was a pritchel or punching hole
which became standard about
1830. At these times there was a
transition period such that the lack
of a step does not necessarily mean
an anvil is older than 1780 and
the incorporation of a pritchel or
punching hole does not necessarily
date an anvil to after 1830. Some
fairly modern European anvils do
not incorporate a step and some old
anvils have pritchel holes drilled in
them later.
Initially anvil construction was done
by forge welding on sections. Until
about 1860 most anvils consisted
of a core block onto which were
forge welded feet, horn and heel.
Tool steel was then forge welded
on top in two-three sections. Anvil
manufacturers became extremely
good at feathering in forge welding
seams to where a multiple piece anvil
can appear to be one solid piece.
About 1860 Peter Wright, an
English manufacturer, patented the
two-piece body anvil. The top and
bottom halves were forged separately
and then forge welded at the waist.
A steel plate was then forge welded
on the top. Peter Wright’s design
became known as the London
pattern and became a standard for
a typical blacksmithing anvil since.
Essentially it took anvil design from
blocky to sleek.
Until the early 1900s wrought

iron was mostly used for the body
of composite anvils. This process
created the potential for an anvil to
become swayed-backed as the softer
wrought iron was compressed under
the tool steel plate from heavy usage.
This was an accepted defect in this
type of anvil and when they became
too swayed from usage, or horns or
heels broken off, they could be sent
off to be repaired.
Until the late 1800s the high-quality
anvil market in the U.S. was pretty
well dominated by English produced
anvils, with Mouse Hole Forge,
Peter Wright and, to a lessor degree,
Wilkinson and William Foster
the dominant exporters. Fisher &
Norris (see below) would have been
their major U.S. competitor.
English produced anvils can
frequently be identified by the stone
weight system used on them at the
waist, usually on the side with the
horn to the right, such as 1 0 14. The
first number represents multiples of
112 (1/20th long ton), the middle
one multiples of 28 and their last
remaining pounds. In this case the
anvil originally weighed 126 pounds
(112 plus 0 plus 14). The marked
weight is usually off from scale
weight a couple of pounds. Mouse
Hole Forge was known for putting
punch marks between the numbers
and sometimes only they remain of
the logo stampings.
In the late 1800s (to about 1955)
composite bodied anvils began to be
manufactured in the U.S. A forged
top was often forge welded onto
a cast base and then a top plate of
tool steel forge welded on. Local
production allowed underselling
British exporters and American-

made anvils then dominated the
U.S. market. Examples of these
brands were Trenton, Arm &
Hammer and Hay-Budden. Trenton
and Hay-Budden produced a large
number of anvils stamped with their
client’s logo. Almost regardless of
the brand name on an anvil, if there
are numbers of three or more digits
on the front foot is was produced by
one of these three manufacturers. All
are considered to be high-quality.
Trenton, Arm & Hammer and HayBudden put a serial number on the
front foot. It can be roughly crossreferened to year of manufacturer.
(Note: Both Arm & Hammer and
Vulcan (see below) used a raised arm
holding a hammer in their logo and
sometimes Vulcans are referred to as
A&Hs. However, the comparison
between the two brands is about like
a Cadillac vs a Chevy.)
Production of one-piece steel anvils
was pretty well limited to imports
from Sweden, with Kolhswa, SISCO
and Soderfors (Paragon) being the
leading brands. One American
manufacturer was Columbian
(indented triangle with a C logo).
Likely the majority of the anvils
manufactured in the U.S. were
constructed of a cast iron body and
steel plate. These were sometimes
called ‘dead’ or ‘city’ anvils as they
did not have the distinctive ‘ring’
of a composite bodied anvil. Fisher
& Norris and Vulcan pretty well
dominated this market. Fisher &
Norris anvils were targeted to the
blacksmithing market and they
may have produced more anvils
than U.S. composite-bodied anvils
combined. They were the first and
last major U.S. anvil manufacturer
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being in business from about 1854
to 1970. Vulcan anvils were often
carried as the low-end anvil in
national mail order catalogs and
were predominately intended for
places such as schools, garages and
farms. While Fisher & Norris (only
FISHER is on the anvil, usually on
the front foot) were of the Londonpattern, Vulcans tended to be
blocky. Fisher & Norris’ logo was
an eagle holding an anchor while
Vulcan’s was a circle or oval with an
arm holding a hammer).
Cast iron bodied, steel plate
top anvils are popular for use in
residential neighborhoods due to
their lack of a ring. (And a propane
forge and non-ringing anvil will go
a long way towards being a good
neighbor.)
By and large old English, Swedish
and U.S. anvils which can be
identified to a manufacturer were of
original high quality.
In the mid- to late-1800s apparently
a number of foundries tried to
make either one-piece semi-steel or
chilled cast iron anvils. In semi-steel
basically a quantity of molten steel
was added to molten cast iron. In
chilled, cast iron was poured into
a mold designed so one portion
of it cools that area, such as the
top, quickly. Both processes were
intended to harden the cast iron,
but they often turned out to be
bittle. Most of these anvils were
not identified to a manufacturer
and were scrapped when too badly
damaged as they could not be
economically repaired.
Anvil manufacturing in the U.S.
today is pretty well limited to
specialty cast steel anvils, mostly
for the farrier trade. One cast
iron anvil with USA cast into it is
manufactured in Alabama primarily
for the flea market trade.
Some
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European-style

doubled-

horned anvils are being imported
from Eastern Europe and at least two
brands are currently manufactured
in the U.S. These are mostly oriented
towards professional blacksmithing
or ornamental ironworking shops.
Today the dominant anvil importer
to the U.S. is Harbor Freight for sale
through their retail outlets in many
mid- to large cities. These anvils
are cast in Russia and apparently
of a metal intended as a low-cost
compromise between cast iron
and cast steel (see semi-steel or
chilled cast iron above). These are
predominately of 110 pounds (50
kilos) and are short and squat with
a 1 1/8” hardy hole diamond to the
horn. They may or may not have a
pritchel hole and, when they do, it is
often too small in diameter to be of
practical use. The horn is referred to
as duck-billed as it is flatish on top
with a rounding under it. The change
in the orientation of the hardy hole
to diamond to the horn significantly
weakened the anvil body at that
point and is almost a broken off
heel waiting to happen. (And it
wasn’t to make it easier to use hardy
tools, but rather to made it easier to
cast.) While claims are sometimes
made as to their being hardened
and tempered (heat treated), the top
plate is still considered to be soft
and subject to damage from missed
hammer blows. I have steel ball
tested (see below) several of these
and have not recorded a bounce
over 40%. At Harbor Freight retail
outlets they currently sell for about
$90 ($.83 pound). (Now at $.83
pound, vs about $3-4 pound for a
modern high-quality cast steel anvil,
just how high in quality would you
expect them to be?) These anvils
are apparently being purchased and
resold on on-line Internet auctions,
but don’t expect what you pull out
of the box to look like the polished
one in their listing.

Cast iron anvils are being imported
from China and possibly other Asian
countries. They would serve well as
buoy anchors or gluing weights.
In the blacksmithing profession
these Russian/Asian manufactured
anvils are referred to as ASOs Anvil Shaped Objects. If you buy
one on-line it is recommended you
not leave feedback until you have
used it for a couple of weeks. Fast
shipping doesn’t overcome a lowquality product.
A limited number of anvils are
also being imported from Mexico.
They are said to be cast from scrap
steel exported from the U.S. and, I
suspect, are of a composite roughly
similar to concrete reinforcement
bars (rebar). From the photographs
I have seen of them I would say
they are clearly superior to the
Harbor Freight imports (even if
of the same material) as they more
closely resemble the standard
London-pattern design of long, tall
and narrow. I have not been able
to go ‘hands-on’ with one of these
anvils and thus withhold further
judgement.
I put anvils in the light, medium
and heavy-duty usage categories. If
you will only be doing light-work
with say a 2-pound hammer, one
in the 80-140 pound range may
be suitable. If you are going to do
typical blacksmithing work using no
more than a 2 1/2-pound hammer,
one in the 150-190 pound range
may be suitable. If you intend to
do heavy work, such as using a
3-pound or larger hammer, working
with a striker and/or working with
steel stock larger then about 1”, one
in the 200-pound plus range may be
better suited. It is not unusual for
a professional blacksmith shop to
have several sizes of anvils available
for use as needed.
My personal anvil is a 160-pound
Fisher and I consider it to be an

Purchasing and Anvil (cont)
almost ideal size for general purpose,
non-professional blacksmithing.
To be usable an anvil should have
a fairly flat top and good edges.
Chips off of the edges indicate past
and future problems. A lot of work
can still be done on badly damaged
anvils by working around the
damage. Anvil repair or rebuilding
should be left up to someone who
knows what they are doing.
More on anvil defects:
Swayed (saddled) top: Indicates a
soft bodied anvil with a steel plate.
Unless the sway is deep, this isn’t
usually much of a problem in that
the sway is normally front to back
while most work is done from the
side. If repaired they should always
be built back up level rather than
being milled down.
Broken edges: Normally indicates
an anvil on which the top plate
(or top if solid cast) was made too
hard, and is thus brittle. Depending
on extent and location these breaks
can sometimes be worked around
or rounded off. Broken off horn or
heel: A lot of work can still be done
on one of these and they do tend
to sell cheaply. A cone mandrel in
the hardy hole can do much of the
work of a horn. Hardy tools held in
a vise can do much of the function
of a hardy hole. Likely the leading
cause of heels breaking off at the
hardy hole was someone using a
tapered metal forming stake shaft in
it. Either an horn or heel may have
also broken off if someone hit the
anvil hard while it was VERY cold,
such as sitting in a shop at sub-zero
temperature for some time.
Pitted, damaged or a top with
missing top plate pieces: Minor
pitting may not be a significant
problem and some is normal wear
and tear. Bad dings and dents
usually indicate a soft anvil top

(say if the anvil wasn’t property
tempered, made of a soft material
to begin with or had been in a
fire) and thus indicates one to be
avoided. Missing plate sections
likely resulted from an incomplete
forge welding of the top plate to the
body and can greatly decrease the
utility of an anvil.

As a potential buyer don’t be afraid
to ask a seller for documentation
on their claims. For example if they
say it is tempered/hardened, has a
certain Rockwell hardness to the
top or has a certain percentage steel
ball rebound ask for documentation
to that effect. If the seller declines to
offer it, then buyer beware.

Testing an anvil top for hardness two popular methods:

Beware of ‘painted ladies’ - anvils
which have been painted. May
have been done to pretty them up
or to hide defects or past repairs,
particularly if the top has been
painted. You are going to have to
remove the paint from the anvil
top anyway, so make the seller do it
before bidding.

Drop a 1” steel ball from 10” and
record rebound on several areas
of the top. A very knowledgable
friend provided the below criteria.
(I know of someone who did this
with an imported cast iron anvil.
The concrete floor had a greater
rebound than the anvil.)
• Below 40% is generally junk
• 50% (5”) is OK but a relatively
soft anvil
• 70% (7”) is an average good
anvil
• 80% (8”) and up are top quality
anvils.
Hit the top plate moderately hard
with the ball end of a heavy ballpeen
hammer. Dimpling indicates a top
too soft to stand up to significant
usage.
If you cannot preform such tests
yourself ask the seller to do at least
the ballpeen hammer one and then
to give you a money back guarantee
for both the cost and return
shipping if you do not get the same
results. (This also holds true for the
ball bearing bounce test.) If the
seller declines to do so, then buyer
beware.
Also of consideration should be the
hardy hole size. The majority of used
hardy tools in the U.S. will have 1”
shafts. Small size hardy shafts can
be adapted by using shims. Larger
shaft sizes would need to be held in
a vise.

It is not unusual for someone
doing blacksmithing to own several
anvils over the years, starting with
something they can afford at the time
and then periodically upgrading as
the opportunity presents itself.
The definitive references on anvils
are Anvils in America and Mouse
Hole Forge, both by Richard
Postman, Postma Press, 320 Fisher
Court, Berrien Springs, MI 49103.
Both are periodically listed on eBay.
I am, in no way, an authority on
anvils. However, I have likely seen
up to perhaps 1,000 of them in the
last 25 or so years. If you see one
on eBay you are interested in you
can contact me for my opinion of it.
Just open any of my listings and do
an Ask the Seller a Question query.
Ken
Scharabok,
Poor
Boy
Blacksmith Tools (an eBay store)

h t t p : / / w w w. e b a y. c o m . a u /
gds/Purchasing-an-Anvil/10000000001445709/g.html
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Chemicals in
Blacksmithing

Mark Colleran

The following is a reminder that although we indulge in an anciet craft we do not need to
indulge in the ancient use of extremely dangerous chemicals to achieve desired results,
such is the development of the sciences of metallurgy and chemistry.
One of the most sought after books
on Blacksmithing if the high price
they bring on eBay in America is
any Indication is the four volumes
of Practical Blacksmithing by M. T.
Richardson. Written as early as 1890
they cover many detailed topics
that are not found in most modern
day books on blacksmithing.
There are many suggestions on
numerous facets of blacksmithing
that probably haven’t been tried or
tested by many aspiring amateur
blacksmiths.
The subjects I found most interesting
were on Welding, Brazing,
Tempering and the Hardening of
steel. These involved many potent
chemicals used by blacksmiths in
the past and one wonders whether
the use of some of these chemicals
contributed to any health problems
or even the early demise of a
blacksmith.
For instance, mention is made
of fluxes used for welding iron
and steel. A recipe for welding
steel is Copperas (Iron Sulphate),
Sal
ammoniac
(Ammonium
Chloride), Salt, and Sand being
added and then pulverized and
mixed together. Another recipe
comprises of Copperas, Saltpeter,
Salt, Black Oxide of Manganese and
Prussiate of Potash (Potassium Ferro
cyanide).
To braze cast iron the iron is heated
and powdered Borax and granulated
“brazier spelter” or sheet brass filing
9

There are many hardening
compounds some of value and more
of questionable character there is
also mention of Mercury being a
good conductor of heat and best for
hardening steel cutting tools.

are sprinkled on the metal. A flux
for soldering iron brass etc is made
from dissolving Chloride of Zinc in
Alcohol.
To harden mild steel a method
considered good and cheap is
a bath made up of Potassium
Cyanide, Ammonia Carbon, Soda
Bicarbonate, Water, and Sodium
Chloride (salt).
To harden cast iron the iron is
heated to cherry red then Cyanide
of Potassium (a deadly poison) is
then sprinkled on it. Cyanide can
also be used to case-harden wrought
iron.
There are also many uses of a lead
bath for tempering metal, whereby a
quantity of molten lead is contained
in a suitable receptacle and kept hot
over a fire. The advantage of using
a lead bath is that there was no risk
of breakage by the shrinkage of the
metal at the water line as is often the
case when tempered by the method
of heating iron and chilling in cold
water.

Specific measurements of the ingredients
for any of the recipes mentioned are not
provided for obvious reasons that it is not
in any blacksmiths interest health wise to
copy or experiment with the substances
mentioned above.

Melbourne’s First Forge

I have been reading Melbourne’s
missing Chronicles by John Pascoe
Fawkner edited by C.P. Billot and
have found some interesting stuff.
James (Jem, Jas) Gilbert was a 24
year old blacksmith who arrived at
the Yarra settlement with Fawkner
in 1835.
4/1/1836 ‘Jem, Charles & Scott
putting up forge” - first mention
of start of construction of the first
forge in Melbourne.
11th Jan “Jas Gilbert Commenced
Blacksmith’s work in our new
shop”.
18th Jan “Jem Gilbert shoeing
Ed Ferguson’s Horse and sundry

small jobs.” - Some horse shoeing
was done in November ’35, I
assume using shoes brought from
Launceston.
4th Feb “Jem employed cleaning
fire Irons and at Blacksmiths
work.”
6th Feb “Ferguson, sent to him the
Iron Bar he ordered, weight 24lbs
24/”
17th Feb “…Jem afternoon putting
the Cart to rights which we brought
over this day & also putting the
Augers into workmanlike order.”
21st Mar “Went over and
Commenced ploughing, but broke
the plough there, Charles hunting

Paul Cockayne

for Cow, Jem mending plane.”
22nd Mar “Jem employed finishing
ploughshare, Charles at work on
the Roof of the Blacksmith’s shop
for Jem to live in” - Jem and his wife
Mary had a son (James Port Phillip
Gilbert) born on 29/12/1835.
30 Mar “Jem at work making
marking letters for Mr E Ferguson
made As instead of Es through
Ferguson’s pronunciation”
Jem did a lot of other things as well
such as making harness, breaking
horses, adzing timber (badly
gashed his leg) other building tasks
and jobs such as barking trees -for
tanning leather.
18th May “Iron from Mr Jno
Batman 32lbs One Square Bar”
20th May “Iron from Mr Batman
(3 Bars round) 29lbs”
On 6th August 1836 Fawkner
agrees to let his property to
William Diprose and Charles Wise
whilst he returned to Launceston,
the following are some of the items
listed in his store:
“11 Sheets of Iron at /6d per lb,
Iron 195lbs & 40 lbs, Steel 115lbs,
Nail Rod 9 bundles & 2/3
Horse Shoe Nails 1/6 66, Shingle
& other Nails 19lbs 116 & 65lbs.”
There is also a lot of hardware and
tools in quantity for sale. Listing
the goods that were left behind
didn’t achieve much as when
he returned to Port Phillip in
December 1836 the cupboard was
bare.
I have recorded the details as they
were presented in the book so any
guesswork on your part would be
as good as mine on some of the
shorthand.
Paul Cockayne
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EVENTS

by Dan Brady

The ABA(Vic) events calendar has
been pretty full since last issue with
the final two Gulf Station demos, an
open day at the barn and our yearly
trip to the Echuca Steam Rally.
Four demos at Gulf Station one
month a part each and to be honest
they have all blended into one.
Though numbers in the crowds
dwindled at each successive
demonstration (not because of a lack
of smithing action) the number of
Blacksmiths grew, with the final one
being about 7 or 8 of us, like I said I
can’t be too sure how many because
I’m getting my days mixed up, I’m
not taking notes for accuracy next
time, I’ll just make sure we don’t do
four in a row in the same place. That
being said, we raised a thousand
dollars for the association. One step
closer to a new larger barn maybe?
Open day at the barn Family and
Children Day 18th of May. We
opened the barn especially for this
event put on by the local council
with a brief announcement to the
members that were around the week
before. Only a handful of us turned
up but we were kept busy the whole
day as streams of people filed past
the gates to get a look. Easily the
most people I have ever seen come
through, though we were so busy
we forgot to leave the guest book
out so not one comment on paper
from the hundreds of people that
watched on the day.

Echuca Steam Rally Queens
Birthday Weekend

If you’ve been reading these articles
for the last few issues you pretty
11

much know how it goes. Left very
early in the morning or late at night,
set up large amounts of heavy things,
so and so dedicated members turned
up, talked over important issues of
the day, forged some spectacular bits
and pieces for the fascinated crowd,
[insert name here] burnt something
they’d spent a couple hours working
on, other member fixed some tools
for bystander whose grandfather
was blacksmith.
Well sometimes it’s like that and
sometimes not. Echuca Steam Rally
defied the persistent rumours of its
demise for another year and whilst
not as big a rally as last year, with
no major ABA(Vic) collaborative
project
and
our
numbers
being down by a couple, this year
was pretty fun.
This is a time when we see people
that we haven’t seen for at least a
year, from a variety of backgrounds,
all drawn together because they
have a passion for something that is
seen as out of step with the modern
world. Steam enthusiasts, wood
choppers, collectors of vintage
motorcycles and military vehicles,
bottle jacks and broken tools.
And they all end up around our
campfire like moths to the flame.
A walk around the site in the
evening shows small groups
huddled here and there around
braziers desperately trying to keep
the chill night air at bay whilst the
blacksmiths in their dirt floor shed
have lights ablaze with a generator
running, a huge fire, food, music, a
drink or two on hand after a long
day and many tales told taller than

most.
We made plenty of new friends this
time around as evidenced by a series
of excursions in a variety of rusty
buckets of bolts at all hours of the
night. All it took was flagging some
of these death machines down as
they crawled past and jumping on
the back for slow trip round the
oval.
Another series of challenges was
issued to the Victorian Wood
Choppers after a conversation
with Alice, our friendly rivalry is
heading into its third year. We’ll
have to wait one more to follow up
on them though, as they were busy
with some championship ranking
competitions of their own the next
day.
I have to put in that without Simon
Baxter and Roland Dannenhauer
there would be no Echuca, they
both bring enough gear to supply
an army of blacksmiths. Roland
carts most of the association’s anvils,
scrap metal and bags of coke up on
the back of his truck. Simon brings
everything we could possibly need
to keep us fed over the course of the
weekend as well as plenty of seating,
the afore mentioned lights and
generator and this year, his home
built treadle hammer, finished in
a stylish Naval camouflage and
making a sound that could be heard
from some distance as he drew out
lengths of steel. Echuca is practically
his backyard and he treats us to
a ridiculous level of hospitality
which should not go unnoticed
or unpublished culminating in
Saturday night’s camp oven roast
and earning him the title “Legend
in the North”. cont p12

Events (cont)
Thanks to everyone else that made
it up Andy, Paul, Steve, Alice, Corri,
Doug (the cake was delicious)
Ash who almost made it, plus a
supporting cast of family members
and better halves.

Upcoming Events
Hamilton Adventure Fair

October 4th and 5th Hamilton
Showgrounds

Family friendly hunting, shooting
and fishing what more could you
want? Archery, rock climbing and
camping maybe, possibly some
blacksmithing?

There ya go Simon, make sure we get planty of high beam.

All Steamed Up at Mannum
15th and 16th November Mannum
SA
The largest display of blacksmithing
demonstrations in South Australia
I know I write something every time
asking for more people to volunteer
their services to do demonstrations,
but you get out what you put in.
Thanks
Dan
So, Steve, what do you prefer, cabinless or flawless floorless?

Pam what was all the squeeling about? In the daylight there was a perfectly good seat not two inches from your bum! Still,
hanging on by your fingernails seemed to work fine.
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Association Notices
BARN FORGEMASTERS
Barn Day
6/07/2014
20/07/2014
3/08/2014
17/08/2014
31/08/2014
14/09/2014
28/09/2014

Morning
Dan
Steve
Keith
Doug
Dan
Keith
Alice

Afternoon
Phil
Alice
Nick
Paul
Phil
Steve
Nick

BLACKSMITH DORIS
1 July 2014
Hi to all,
Blacksmith Doris is still going strong
and doing well. As a group we have
been gaining membership on a monthly
basis with new members discovering us
through word of mouth. One day we may
need to actually do more with our blog to
reach further afield. I do know that there
is a South Australian Blacksmith Doris
thanks to Kirstie Stewart, and we have
been asked to help start more in other
states but time is restricted.
Our members work hard when they are
at the barn, taking full advantage of Doris
Day. Some of the women are planning to
do the tool making course but one of our
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regular members has damaged her hand
from forging too aggressively on our last
meeting. She may be set back for a while
which is disappointing. We wish her a
speedy recovery.
It is a good reminder to take care when
forging, to stretch and pace your work
load so that you don’t do yourself damage.
It is so easy to become carried away at the
forge only to discover injuries later, and I
am not just talking about the burns that
are gained from accidentally touching the
hot steel.
Thanks to all of the women who come
regularly each month, and for those who
volunteer as Forge Masters.
Take care
Mary Hackett

IDEAS FOR THE FUTURE
It’s no secret that often there are simply
not enough forges to go round on a
Sunday, the Barn is a little too small for
the amount of equipment we have, the
tea room is squishy, visitors can’t get a
good view of us - all in all the place needs
an extension.
So there’s an idea which has been floating
around for a little while and it’s time that

we wrote an article on it. The idea is to
get a bigger barn.
I hope you’re excited about such a
prospect, but let’s pace ourselves. We
have the artist’s impression and we have
in-principle approval from Coopers
Settlement, but at the moment the idea
is still very much on the drawing board
and we are awaiting Coopers Settlement
to get approval from the Council, which
will take time (and we have been waiting
a while already). There’s also the question
of location and its’ affect (for example:
will we need to get a cultural heritage
assessment on a particular location etc
etc.)
There is also the challenge of funding.
Not impossible with enough grants when
we start looking for them (assuming
we get them). However, before we seek
funding we will need to get further down
the track with approvals from the right
people.
For the present though, it’s good to dream
and come up with ideas for the future –
what it could be used for, how to set it up
and what it could to for ABA(Vic).
Ash Naylor and Steve Nicoll

Gulf Station. May 2014:
Our May visit to Gulf Station in
Yarra Glen produced a fine day
after early morning rain.
Setting up is always time
consuming. The packing of the
clubs Forge with wet coke dust
fell to Doug Tarrant because we
all hid behind one of the old
stables, and emerged just too
late to help Doug.
The task of carting all the heavy
equipment again fell to Dan
Brady again, and I do feel that
the Association should consider
investing in a trailer if we are
to continue supporting other
groups at away events.
Andy Jagger and Greg George
set up beneath the lean-to area,
Greg working on a nice Log

Poker, and Andy making small
Bottle openers and some special
fixtures for his equipment.
Doug Tarrant was working on a
special leaf group, and also did
some repair work for a visitor
to the Farm. Dan was forging
out some heavy tongs for his
own tool collection, while Doug
Hughes was making another
Rams Head, and having a go
at his first fire welded “basket”
piece, while Morris was busy
taking Photographs.

Keith Towe.
come to see Grampy working.
He had his little leather apron
on, and his ever-ready smile
brightened our day.
These small away events are a
great way to get to know other
members, and do help to pass
on the skills of the Craft, and
to support other community
events.

I made up several bag hooks
for 3 grandchildren to hang up
their school bags. I formed their
initials at the top, so no excuses
in the future kids.

I spoke to a number of visitors
to the Farm, and I was a bit
surprised that they had not heard
of the Tree Project, so I suggested
they look up the details on their
PC’s, and hopefully a few more
people will understand what we
do.

We all had big smiles to see Doug
Tarrant’s very young grandson

(I wonder why Morris looks
puzzled? Ed.)

Dan, Doug, Greg, Doug, Andy, Morris, Keith
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SUN

17
AUG
SUN

31
AUG
SUN

14
SEP
SUN

28
SEP
SUN

12
OCT

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

The AUSTRALIAN BLACKSMITHS ASSOCIATION (VIC) INC.,
Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

GASES in supplying our workshop oxy and acetylene gases.
Visit https://www.boc.com.au

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Equipment For Sale
Still for your consideration, from the
estate of ABA(V)member (dec), Ron
De Graaw. Relisted at a reduced price
“Champion No 400”, Complete, major
repair work evident but sound, working,
$90

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

SUN

26
OCT

would like to acknowledge the continued support of BOC

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Available at the Barn is a piece of ABA(V) history. This cast iron firepot
with clinker breaker is one of only seven (7) ever made or ever will be made
in this pattern. They do not come much rarer. A bargain at $100; contact
any committee member.

SUN

09
NOV
SUN

23
NOV
SUN

7
DEC

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10Wam– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

SUN

14
DEC

BreakUp at the Barn

NEXT DEADLINE FOR DRIFT ARTICLES:
1st October 2014 for Issue 95
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